URGENT 11-26-63 9-52 PM DE

TO DIRECTOR AND SAC BALTIMORE, DALLAS AND NEW ORLEANS
FROM SAC NEW YORK......

CPUSA, IS- C, ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY.

ANY THREE NINE ZERO THREE- S ON ELEVEN TWENTY SIX INSTANT, CONFERR
WITH GUS HALL, CPUSA GENERAL SECRETARY, IN ROOM SEVEN ZERO SEVEN.
CHELSEA HOTEL, NYC. HALL STATED HE WOULD NOT VISIT CPUSA HEADQUARTERS
DURING THE PRESENT WEEK FOR "SECURITY REASONS". HE STATED FURTHER THAT
HE FELT THERE WILL BE AN ULTRA RIGHT ATTACK AGAINST THE CP IN VIEW OF
THE ALLEGED INVOLVEMENT OF LEE OSWALD WITH THE FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA
COMMITTEE.

Shortly after the informant met with Hall, Arnold Johnson and
Irving Potash arrived at the room with two copies of the "NY WORLD
TELEGRAM AND SUN" for this date. Both were in an excited state. XX
the "WORLD TELEGRAM" article, according to the informant,
indicated that the Dallas, Texas, PD, had leaked the fact that
among Oswald's personal effects were some letters on CPUSA stationery
dealing with how he should proceed in his activities in the FPCC and as
the informant stated "how to handle noisy neighbors". According to the
informant, it was apparent that Johnson had not revealed the fact that
he had corresponded with Oswald. He then told Hall that there were
three letters from Oswald which he had answered. He recalled one dated
August twenty eight last to Elizabeth Gurely Flynn and one to himself
on September one last. He indicated that there apparently was
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